
	



Turkish artist Hale Tenger’s “Where the Winds Rest” (2019, mixed media installation) is inspired by the poetry of Edip Cansever, Istanbul, 2019. Photo credit:
Laleper Aytek/Geleri Nev

The poem says: "Did you pull the body from underwater?/Did we pull the body from underwater?/We
didn't pull the body from underwater,/We had pulled the body from underwater."

For Tenger, the use of Cansever’s poetry conjures the feeling of something unfamiliar that is encountered in
the present, but yet — consciously or unconsciously — had already been encountered in the past.

Tenger used the same poem in an eponymous 2007 installation, where the same line from the sculptural box
was projected on the walls of a dimly lit room. The work was displayed at Izmir for Port Izmir 07, at an
abandoned mansion across from the Alsancak train station. The palatial home, built in the 19th century for
the director of the British railway, was a first-hand witness of the Great Fire of Smyrna that swept through the
city in September 1922. Turkish and Greek sources differ widely on just who caused the fire. British author
Giles Milton, in his “Paradise Lost: Smyrna, 1922,” said the Turkish soldiers who captured the city days
before had caused the fire. Tens of thousands of Greeks and Armenians were killed, and thousands of others
crowded the Aegean harbor, hoping to get on a boat that would take them across the sea to Greece.

Between the installation in Izmir, the hometown of the 60-year-old artist, and the most recent exhibition at
Nev, tectonic shifts have taken place in the country. And the mood of contemporary art has moved away from
the political documentary toward more abstract poetics. Tenger has always been moving ambiguously
between both.

Isin Onol, a New York-based Turkish curator, who interviewed Tenger for the 2018 book “Authoritarianism
and Resistance in Turkey: Conversations on Democratic and Social Challenges,” spoke with Al-Monitor
about how Tenger's work serves to preserve memory. “The politics of the [Turkish] state is based on denial,
suppression and erasure. Therefore, it is a reflex — for everyone, but particularly for cultural workers — to
document and archive information in any possible form,” she said. “The abstraction, symbolism,
conceptualization, satire and many other methodologies that art allows are terribly useful in documenting,
remembering, reenacting and mobilizing the events to remain part of the collective memory,” she told Al-
Monitor.

Onol maintained that it was “crucial to visit the politics of the 1980s — and before” in order to understand
today’s political atmosphere. “Hale Tenger's work brought a subtle and yet impactful and elegant response to
the absurdities of the Turkish state, which [makes] her work distinctive and relevant today,” she said.

http://link.springer.com/book/10.1007/978-3-319-76705-5


Hale Tenger’s "Appearance" was part of the16th Istanbul Biennial. Photo credit: Ali Erdemci/IKSV

 “The Closet,” an installation displayed at SALT Galata in 2015, narrates the oppressive atmosphere of a
typical home in Turkey, with the radio broadcast that was meant to evoke life after the military coup. But the
results were uncannily similar to the setting of the year the exhibition took place — 2015 was a year of
spectacular violence in the country, particularly in the southeast.

It is hard not to observe the different layers of correlation between narrative and history in Tenger's work, as
if they almost chase each other. Her work for the 16th edition of the Istanbul Biennial in 2019 — a mixed
media and sound installation titled “Appearance” — was housed in the garden of the Sophronius Palace on
Buyukada, the largest of the Princes’ Islands. The work, placed at the summerhouse of Ecumenical patriarch
Sofronius III of Constantinople references the ancient history of mirrors (the work is based on obsidian
stone), set against the background expropriation and erasure of minorities. Based around the concept of
regeneration, but set against the background of a systemic collapse, the artist asks whether it is possible to
change the current course of events in the country and in general. 

Circling back to Izmir for Tenger's last presentation in 2019 at Monitor Izmir, another older work comes back
to life: The video “Beirut” (2005-2007), shot at the infamous St. George's Hotel, the site of Rafik Hariri's
assassination, which would change the history of Lebanon, becomes now suddenly and unknowingly
reactivated in the context of Lebanon's ongoing protests.

“As the recent protests in Beirut started in a very peaceful way — just like the Gezi Park protests in Turkey in
2013 — I really wished that it would have led to a positive transformation in politics in Lebanon," Tenger
concluded. "Apparently not — not for now at least. But there is this thirst for equality and justice. People
need it everywhere in the world. However, within the parameters of an ecological crisis — with resources
becoming more limited and no wise immediate plan — it is really not easy to be optimistic.”
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